Indoor Scavenger Hunt

Let’s do an indoor scavenger hunt that’s just as fun as an outdoor scavenger hunt!

__ A Piece of Lint  __ A New Book
__ Sweater Fuzz  __ Marker
__ Pet Toy  __ Dish Soap
__ Candle  __ Rug
__ Two Different Pillows  __ Penny
__ Paperclip  __ Nickle
__ Pen  __ Toothbrush
__ Pencil  __ Shampoo
__ Hair Tie  __ Toilet Paper
__ Bobby Pin  __ Water Bottle
__ Fork  __ Toothpaste
__ Plate  __ Plunger
__ Clean Shirt  __ Kleenex
__ Dirty Shirt  __ CD
__ Piece of Garbage (and toss it away!)  __ Piece of Fruit
__ Journal  __ Hairbrush
__ Loose Leaf Paper  __ Spoon
__ Book  __ Left Shoe